A Range of Electric Vehicles

MUBARAK INTERNATIONAL COMPANY W.L.L
We are introducing a wide range of environmental solution product in
areas like Electric utility vehicles.
GEM and Goupil Electric Vehicles

Environmentally friendly, economical, silent and versatile, the electric
commercial vehicle is an innovative solution for local authorities wishing
to combine operating efficiency with sustainable development. Based on
a purpose built robust chassis, Goupil Industries has developed a
comprehensive range of vehicles (tipper, box van, watering system,
electric high pressure cleaner…) meeting the requirements for many
diverse applications

(Green spaces, town cleaning, leisure…).

ELECTRIC HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

ADVANTAGES

1. Environmentally friendly and silent: 0 gram of CO2 during
operation and does not emit any polluting gazes and is perfectly silent.
2. Easy to Use: The Goupil is very simple to drive and its battery can be
charged on a standard 16A 220V socket.
3. Cost effective and profitable: As the Goupil is 100% electric it

does not need any fuel. The only operating costs are recharging the
battery.
4. Ergonomics and comfort: The Goupil has been designed with the

operator in mind. The wide, rear hinged doors make it easy for the
operator to access the cabin during frequent stop and start journey.

0% Pollution, Zero Noise, Zero Emission

• Transport people around campuses, factories, facilities or neighborhoods in
distinctive comfort.
• The GEM®’s spacious interior, intuitive ergonomics and open-air design make
getting in and out easy.
• All forward-facing seats and quiet operation increase safety and promote
connectivity and conversation among passengers
The GEM®’s new fully air condition model available in Qatar

MAJOR CLIENTS
1. United Cleaning Services : Vehicle operational at Katara
Village:3 Nos
2. Compass ESS: Vehicle operational at Aspire Zone: 2 Nos
3. Amwaj Catering Services: Vehicle operational at Aspire
Logistics: 1 No
4. QITICO: Vehicle operational at Katara Village : 2 No
5. Katara Hospitality: Luxury GEM 6 Seater Golf Car with A/C for
VIP operational at Sheraton Hotel: 1 No
6. Sheraton Grand Doha Resort & Convention Hotel : AC GEM 2 No.

ABOUT US
In projects, we are your partners in Qatar to give you the best of our
services and local know how, to price and execute projects together, to
grow and prosper together.
In trading and marketing, we believe in sales and more important, in after
sales services. To be able to provide this to our dear customers, we have
engineers and technicians trained by the manufactures, to give you our
best during installation and After sales service during the lifetime of the
products.
We are here with you to stay for many years to come with your approval

and continued trust in us.
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